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Editor’s note
Dear Members,
The year has suddenly sped up and here we are almost at the end of
2015. It has been another wonderful year of yoga with many exciting
workshops, assessments and other activities through the year in all the
regions. Congratulations to all the new teachers and the teachers that
have upgraded their qualifications.
In this issue of Yogafrica is the last of the backbending articles. If you
have missed any of these articles and would like to find the other two,
you can access them by going to our website and downloading them
from our archives at:
http://www.bksiyengar.co.za/library-and-archives.aspx
There are three lovely articles with different perspectives of Firooza’s
workshop in October. Firooza’s gentle manner together with her
wealth of knowledge and interesting sequencing was enjoyed by
all participants. Firooza will be returning in 2017 and that will be a
workshop not to be missed.
The BKS Iyengar Institute of South Africa celebrates its 40th
anniversary next year and we are very fortunate to have Faeq Biria
coming to South Africa for a convention at Goudini near Worcester,
Western Cape. It promises to be a wonderful event, so better start
saving for that.
I wish you all a wonderful festive season and a peaceful transition into
the New Year.
In light
In joy

Riva
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Backbending
Asana Part 3 –
Guruji 1988
By Judi Sweeting
This is the last part of a three-part article
on backbends based on the teachings of
B. K. S. lyengar on an intensive in 1988.

buttocks, not the chest. After adjusting
everything, can you bring the body weight
as in Adho Mukha Vrksasana?
Guruji asked, “What happens to the lower
forearm skin? There are two movements. It
is like “rinsing”. If you know how to “rinse”
your hands, can you “rinse” your wrists?”
Dwi Viparita Dandasana
(elbows to bricks)

Guruji demonstrated the pose — he said,
“the outer spine and the inner spine of
the right and left columns, when you hit
backwards, this has to be thoughtfully
attended to.”
Urdhva Dhanurasana
independently
• Observe the outer corners of the knees.
They turn inwards towards the spine. Watch
my outer spine, how it goes up and becomes
parallel to the inner spine. So there is no
load on the back.
• Observe the abdominal wall and see if the
inner and outer spine runs parallel to each
other. Look at the outer abdominal wall, it
has to move out and up and run parallel to
the inner wall.
Again: We did the pose from the ground.
“Learn now. After lifting up, do not oscillate
that skin of the abdomen forwards.”
• Walk in so that your leg sockets remain
stable. Lock the outer buttock sockets
without disturbing there.
• Question yourself, Can I do well
everywhere?
• There should be no load on the spine in
Urdhva Dhanurasana.
In the pose again. From the ground:
• As you use the pressure of the arms and
legs to go straight up, move the sacroiliac
muscles straight up also, not the chest.
• Move the sacroiliac muscles towards the

We prepared for the pose with bricks against
the wall. Come onto the head and interlock
the fingers.
• Those who are touching with the inner
elbows, they all have dead shoulders as if the
shoulders are paralysed. If the outer elbows
are touching the deltoids are activated
which gives the correct sensation.
• Now walk in, interlock your fingers well.
• Turn the outer quadriceps muscles in and
the outer calf muscles higher than the inner
ones.
• Then watch the height of your body like
Urdhva Dhanurasana.
• Take the bottom shoulder blades nearer the
wall, then, retaining that, can you move the
legs away without bringing the buttocks
down? Move the legs one by one. Wait there.
• Again observe, has your pelvic girdle
dropped?
• If it has then walk back in just a little, not
too much, and readjust.
• Open the inner armpits higher, then
attending to the groins, can you move the
legs out.
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• Keep the head on the floor. If the thoracic
dorsal spine cannot go up don’t keep your
legs straight.
• Walk in and lift the thoracic dorsal spine.
• Jamming the elbows, move the thoracic
spine nearer the wall and then straighten
the legs.
Again:
• The triceps should be doing Tadasana. As
long as you don’t learn to move the triceps
your middle thoracic spine will not move.
• Raise the head, walk in and let the top of the
triceps move nearer the wall, then take the
head down.
• Without going back, move the shoulder
joints towards the wall, top edge nearer the
wall, the better the pose.
• Moving the bottom inner calf muscles
towards the chest, stretch your legs. It is a
very peculiar action!
• Watch your outer knees, if they go out you
are wrong. Outer knees rolling inwards,
inner knees stretching towards your body.
• Stretch up the head of the biceps with your
inner calf muscles. Turn your outer thigh
muscles in.
Dwi Viparita Dandasana
(wall-elbows, belt-on top
calf muscles)
Guruji demonstrated on a teacher. He said,
“In Dwi Viparita Dandasana, the attention
we lose is on the outer calf muscles. So
with the belt, the outer portions of the calf
muscles cannot go down.”
In the pose: We did with the belt on the head of
the calf muscles.
• Walk in and watch the calf muscles. See that
the outer calves turn towards the shins, then
stretch the legs out. How many can do like
Tadasana, legs straight. (You are all bending
and remaining there only)
• Walk out.
• Hit the belt. The top of the belt should hit
the bottom back leg. The bottom of the belt
should hit the top back leg. That is how you
should synchronise.
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• From the heel bones hit the outer chips of
the knees, moving the outer chips of the
knees in to stretch the legs out.
• Go on stretching the belt at the bottom.

Guruji demonstrated: He asked us to observe
as follows:” You have to find out with the belt
which part of the spine is going up, which
part of the spine is going down? That is
known as knowing the language of the spine.
Which knee grips, which knee does not grip?
Which arm hits the wall, which arm does not
hit the wall?”
In the pose again: with the belt on the head of
the calf muscles.
• Centre yourselves from the heels to the
shoulders and go up. Interlock your fingers.
• Which elbow goes down, which elbow
comes up? That is the first sign.
• Which inner heel does not grip, which side
of the calf muscles hits the belt, which does
not?
• The side that does not hit the belt — that
side of the spine is down.
• So you have to use the outer bottom calf
muscles, the outer elbows, the outer biceps,

the inner legs and the spine. Move from
the heels towards the chest. Move from
the pelvis.
Dwi Viparita Dandasana
(head on a brick)

We prepared for this pose with the head on
a brick.
• Watch the ligaments of the outer knees, why
did they go out when you were walking your
feet in? You should know from the start that
it is leading you into the wrong direction.
So observe, with the elbows down, can
you walk in and bring the chest nearer to
the wall?
• Now jam your chest to the wall and ascend
the spine.
• Ascend the cervical to the tailbone, and as
you do that the bottom thigh and the back
of the knees also ascend like the shoulders.
Then there is no pain at all.

Dwi Viparita Dandasana
(no bricks — can use wall)
We did the pose on the ground, elbows to
the wall.
• Each spinal muscle moved independently so
the pose comes easily now.
• Roll in the outer ligaments of the knees,
rolling from inside out.
• Now from the lift of the ligaments, move the
chest nearer the wall.
Dwi Viparita Dandasana
(no wall)
In the pose. We did the pose again,
independently:
• Do not bring the floating ribs forward when
lifting the tailbone.
• The tailbone rolls to the floating ribs
without disturbing them.
• The knees move towards the chest to lift the
tailbone.
Again:
• Independently.
• Circularise the tailbone.
• If the tailbone does not move, the distance
is too far.

Again:
• With the head on the brick. Interlock the
thumbs; there will be less pain.
• The elbow corners touching the wall take
the breast to the wall.
• Lift the breast up and then there is no pain
on the spine.
• If you cannot keep your elbows on the
ground, you can raise your head from the
brick, elbows down and walk in.
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Ekapada Dwi Viparita Dandasana
(with a brick for the head)

• Move the little toe of the right foot nearer
the wall, not the big toe.
• Bring the right leg down.
Now the other leg:
• Raise the back buttock bone. If the frontal
one is higher, you are going to get a cramp.
• Come down.
Guruji said,” if you get a cramp, come down.
Do not continue with the pose, as this is
injurious to the spine. You have moved your
muscles a little more than you thought.
So come down and relax the muscles, then
continue.
Guruji then demonstrated on a teacher. He
said “if one deltoid moves away from the
wall, move that foot a little nearer the wall to
take the shoulders to the wall.”
In the pose again — with the head on the brick.
• Outer deltoids roll in and up. The height
should be the same
• The ligaments of the deltoids should not
vary. When you lift the leg up, see that the
deltoids do not roll, watch the deltoids, they
should run parallel.
Change legs:
• Watch the knee of the lower leg. If the knee
moves out, that deltoid goes down. So lift
the deltoid and turn the calf muscle towards
the front, then the balance comes better.

With the head on the brick, we prepared for
the variation in Dwi Viparita Dandasana.
• Now do not interlock your fingers, but
interlock your thumbs.
• Lift the right leg up, outer chip of left
knee in.
• Move the shoulder blades into the body.
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To complete your practice, repeat the asana
suggested at the end of Back Bends I.
Profound thanks to Yogacharya B.K.S.lyengar
for this work. Also to Jeanne Maslen and the
late Lillian Biggs who shared their Intensive
with us. Grateful thanks to the teachers
who were photographed during their Friday
Teachers class at Cotswold lyengar Yoga
Centre, Cirencester. 
By courtesy of Iyengar Yoga News No 22.

BKS Iyengar posing in Dwi Pada Viparita Dandasana.

“It is through the alignment of the body that I discovered
the alignment of my mind, self, and intelligence.”
– B.K.S. Iyengar, light on life
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Breathing
lessons
By TONY BRIGGS
When I first encountered pranayama, I thought
it was a complete waste of time. I had been
taking classes for a couple of years and had
just found the instructor I later came to see
as my first “real” yoga teacher. One day she
announced to the class, “Today we’re going to
do some pranayama.” Huh? I thought. What’s
that? Prana – what?
We did some simple resting poses and then
some very basic breath-awareness exercises,
followed by Savasana (Corpse Pose). I wasn’t
thrilled. I wanted a workout, to get strong and
stretched out. That’s what I had come for, that’s
what I’d paid for – and instead, I was lying on
the floor just breathing. This wasn’t for me!
Luckily, my teacher taught pranayama the last
week of every month, so it was easy to avoid. I
just skipped class that week.
But my real luck lay in my teacher’s dogged
persistence. Month after month, she kept
teaching pranayama, and month after month
I kept resisting it – though I did occasionally
show up for class. I was just like the guy in Dr.
Seuss’s Green Eggs and Ham. No matter how
my teacher presented it, I kept on turning up
my nose and saying, “I do not like this prana-yam. I do not like it, Sam-I-am.” And then
one day something inside me suddenly clicked,
and I changed my mind. During an agitated
and confused time in my life, I glimpsed in
pranayama practice the possibility of refuge.
As I have slowly gone deeper into the practice
over many years, that refuge has gone on
opening inside me.
Given my own experience, it’s easy for
me to empathize with students who are not
drawn to pranayama right away. These days,
many people get started in yoga when they
see a video or some photos in a magazine, or
when a friend tells them of the physical fitness
benefits. Most new students encounter the
outward shapes of the yoga asanas first. For a
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long time, the inner workings of the asanas can
remain unseen, mysterious, and maybe a bit
intimidating to the novice yogi. Particularly,
the notion of using the breath and the breath’s
rhythmic internal energy – prana – may seem a
little too esoteric to be relevant or useful.
Traditionally, though, the practice of
pranayama – releasing and channeling the
body’s stores of internal pranic energy – has
been seen as the core of hatha yoga practice.
Pranayama is meant to nurture a high level of
bodily health and mental clarity, both of which
are crucial steps on the path to self-knowledge
and a wholesome, authentic life.
Energy Control
Many people are aware of the theory in modern
physics that matter and energy are just different
manifestations of the same thing. So one way
to look at the body or body-mind is as a cloud
of energy – a cloud of energy so concentrated
that it’s visible. Prana is just another word for
that energy. Prana is the energy that moves the
universe, or that is the universe.
So pranayama – literally, “control of
prana” – isn’t just breathing exercises. Through
pranayama, you use the breath to affect the
constellation of energy that is your body-mind.
But why should you want to move this
energy around?
One reason is the deeply seated, perhaps
genetically ingrained impulse in the human
species to make order out of disorder. When you
start paying attention to energy, often the first
thing you notice is that you’re not in charge; you
don’t have any choice except to be moved by it.
If you’re alive, energy moves and shapes you.
And oftentimes it seems that the way the energy
moves you is random and incoherent. Things
happen which feel chaotic and out of control,
and you long to give them some order.
Long ago, people discovered that their
own minds are part of that disorder. We are
subject to the wanderings and rapid turnings
of thoughts and feelings we don’t seem to be
in control of. The desire to calm this mental
and emotional storm is age-old. In searching
for methods to calm the mind, one of the tools
that people discovered was the breath.

Normally, when you’re not paying attention
to your breath, it is quite random, subject to all
kinds of fluctuations according to your moods,
your thoughts, the temperature around you,
what you last ate, and so forth. But the early
yogis discovered that if they could even out
the breath, they could even out the jumpiness
of the mind. Over time, they elaborated that
discovery into the practices called pranayama.
Pranayama the Iyengar Way
There are as many approaches to pranayama as
there are to the practice of asana. Some schools
of yoga immediately introduce quite forceful
and/or complex pranayama techniques,
like kapalabhati (literally, “skull shining,” but
better known as “breath of fire”) and nadi
shodhana (alternate nostril breathing). Other
approaches incorporate pranayama techniques
into asana practice from the very beginning.
But my training is primarily in Iyengar Yoga,
in which pranayama is taught, very slowly and
carefully, as a separate practice from asana.
There are two main reasons for this caution.
First, although the physical and mental effects
of pranayama can be very subtle, they can also
be very powerful. It’s fairly easy to become quite
“spacey,” “inflated,” “ungrounded,” or just plain
anxious if you practice pranayama techniques
before your nervous system is prepared to
handle the increased energy they can bring.
Second, in Iyengar Yoga the point of
pranayama isn’t just to amp up the energy in
the body. The point is to penetrate ever more
deeply into a subtle understanding and control
of that energy. I believe that the best way to
develop that understanding and control is to
practice pranayama separately from asanas,
and to build a pranayama practice slowly and
steadily, one step at a time.
Quietness, stillness, and subtlety are much
easier to glimpse and grasp in pranayama
than they are in asana. The movements of the
asanas, although beneficial in many ways, are
also a distraction. When you sit or lie down in
pranayama, the obvious physical movement of
the body is gone, and you can concentrate on
more inner qualities. When you do that, you
become familiar at an experiential, cellular level

with the experience of stillness and steadiness.
You find that there is a rhythmic quality,
like the rhythm of the breath, to the internal
body-mind processes. Once you experience
these rhythms in an ongoing way – which is
what happens if you have a daily pranayama
practice – the capacity to notice them (and to
modulate them) spontaneously shows up in
your asana practice as well. Once you become
aware of the subtle, rhythmic qualities of the
breath and the body, and of how these help
focus your mind, you begin to realize that those
rhythms have actually always been present in
your asana work; you just didn’t notice them
before because you were distracted by the
physical, muscular challenges of doing the
poses. From the very beginning, underneath
the obvious work of bones and muscles is
another, much more subtle level of working.
Having a daily pranayama practice gives you an
experiential awareness of that hidden realm.
Getting Started
To set up for beginning Iyengar-style prana
yama practice, take a firm, densely woven
blanket and fold it to create a bolster which
measures approximately three inches thick, five
inches wide, and 30 inches long. You will be
resting on this bolster along the length of your
spine. Take a second blanket and fold it across
the bolster as a thin pillow for your head.
Sit with your legs stretched straight out in
front of you and your long bolster extending
out behind you. Then lie down so that your
spine is supported all the way from the
lumbar region to your skull. (This bolster both
supports your spine and opens your chest).
Separate your heels and move your arms
out a comfortable distance from your sides,
palms up. Make sure your body is arranged
symmetrically on both sides of your spine.
For the next couple of minutes, only relax. Do
Savasana (Corpse Pose). Let your body be still;
let your nerves become quiet. In this stillness
and quietness, simply observe the quality of
your natural breath.
You will probably notice that your breath is
uneven and erratic. The breath is sometimes
quick and sometimes slow, sometimes smooth,
YogAfrica December 2015
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sometimes harsh; sometimes it even stops for
a moment or two and then begins again. You
might also notice that some parts of the lungs
receive the breath more readily than others, or
that your inhalation and exhalation are quite
dissimilar. As much as you can, notice these
qualities of your breath without interference
and without judgments.
After several minutes of observing your
breath in this way, begin shaping the breath to
make it smoother and more regular. Without
hurrying, you want gradually to guide your
breath from its naturally rough and ragged gait
toward a smooth and even rhythm. Make every
part of the inhalation just like every other part
of the inhalation, and do the same with the
exhalation. This evening-out of the natural
breath is called samavrtti, which means “same
action” or “same turning.”
It’s the basis for all the more advanced
pranayamas, and it’s the single biggest step
you can take on the path from breathing
unconsciously and erratically to breathing
consciously and evenly.
In an untutored body, the most mobile part
of the rib cage is usually right at the bottom
of the breastbone. All the rest of the lungs are
neglected; only this front and center portion
really gets much attention. As you continue
to breathe smoothly and regularly, begin to
distribute your breath evenly so that the whole
circumference of the lungs becomes equally
elastic and receptive to the breath. Take your
attention to the dark corners of the lungs where
the breath is a little reluctant to penetrate, and
use the attention itself to open those spaces to
receive the breath a little more fully.
As you work with your breath, trying to
even it out in both time and space, tactile
feedback can be extremely helpful. Ask a yoga
friend to place his hands on your rib cage and
then breathe into his hands. The feedback from
the pressure of your friend’s hands can tell you
whether you’re breathing evenly – and your
friend can give you verbal feedback, too. If you
don’t have a person to help you, you can tie
belts around your rib cage in two places: high
up in your armpits, just below your collarbones
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and way down at the bottom, across your
floating ribs. (If you have a long torso, you
may be able to add a third belt in between).
Cinch the belts up so they are snug, and then
as you inhale, see whether you can feel the
pressure of the belts evenly all the way around
your ribs. The belts can’t respond to you as a
person holding your ribs can, but you’ll quickly
discover which portions of your ribs and your
lungs you tend to neglect. Breathe a little more
fully into those areas.
Once you’ve worked for a while with
samavrtti, imagine your belly as an ocean and
your chest as the shore. Your breath becomes
a wave washing up from the ocean depths of
your belly onto the wide shore of your chest
and then falling back again. Let the wave of
your breath wash back and forth from belly
to chest, chest to belly, again and again. Keep
your belly soft and deep – resting back towards
your spine rather than pushing aggressively
outward – and keep your chest wide and
bright. Though the chest and belly will move
slightly with each inhalation and exhalation,
their basic shape should not change.
When you start working consciously with
the breath, it naturally increases in volume.
Don’t suppress that increase, but don’t actively
encourage it, either. You’re not trying to ingest
more air, but instead to increase the quality of
your breath and your sensitivity to it. Growing
up in the West, we have been thoroughly
trained to want more instead of making do
with what we have; most of us have a reflexive
greed built into our breathing, so be cautious.
The Victorious Breath
Once you can practice samavrtti with ease
for 10 to 15 minutes, you can move on to
the practice of Ujjayi Pranayama (Victorious
Breath). Ujjayi is simply doing samavrtti with
the addition of a slight closure at the root of
your throat. Narrowing the throat by halfclosing the epiglottis (the piece of cartilage at
the top of your voice box) gives your breath
a voice. Let that voice become your teacher.
Listen to the tone of that voice as you inhale
and exhale, and make that tone as even and

smooth as you can, without any catches or
wavering and without any change in pitch.
Listening to the voice of ujjayi pranayama will
give you greater sensitivity and control over the
nuances of your breath.
At first, you may wonder exactly how to
manipulate this epiglottal valve at the root of
your throat. Here are two methods which can
help you learn this action. First, just sigh, and
notice the slight constriction in your throat
that occurs. That’s the area you need to control
when you’re practicing ujjayi. A second way is
to open your mouth and inhale softly, noticing
where the breath touches your throat. For
most people, that will be deep down at the
base and back of the throat. Again, that’s the
spot you need to constrict slightly to practice
ujjayi. After you’ve zeroed in on this area,
close your mouth and inhale, letting the breath
touch your throat there. Once you can inhale
in this way, practice exhaling with the same
constriction of the epiglottis.
Take a Seat
You need to practice samavrtti and ujjayi
pranayama in the lying down position until
you’ve achieved some degree of mastery. You
don’t have to be flawless, but you should be
able to lie down and breathe for 15 minutes
while maintaining a soft and even rhythm –
without gasping, shortness of breath, or
dizziness. When you’ve gained that much
control, you’re ready to try seated pranayama.
At this point, your breath may not exactly
billow like the breath of God – but still, it’s a
force to be reckoned with. Remember the three
little pigs and the big bad wolf? All the old fairy
tales can be read as yoga texts in disguise: If
your seated posture is a house of straw, or even a
house of sticks, the big bad wolf is going to huff
and puff and blow your house right down. Your
seated posture has to be a house of bricks.
Spend several minutes establishing a
firm and balanced seated posture that you
can maintain, without distraction, for the
duration of your pranayama practice. Fold
two or three blankets to make a firm cushion
three to six inches tall. (The exact height
depends on the openness of your hips).

Whichever cross-legged asana you assume
for pranayama – use Padmasana (Lotus Pose)
if you can hold it comfortably throughout
your pranayama session; otherwise, use a
simpler pose like Ardha Padmasana (Half
Lotus), Sukhasana (Easy Pose), or Siddhasana
(Adept’s Pose) – both your knees must be
below the level of your groins. Your femurs
should feel like they’re slightly falling out of
your hip sockets.
One knee will be higher than the other.
In order to balance your pelvis, prop up the
lower knee with another folded blanket or a
rolled sticky mat. Bring both knees to the same
level, but keep them below the groins. If you
need to, increase the height of your cushion.
Balance evenly on your sitting bones—left to
right and front to back – and sit up tall, but
keep the front floating ribs and the bottom of
your breastbone resting back into your torso
rather than jutting forward against the skin.
Keep your top chest open and the side walls
of the chest at the armpits forward and up.
Relax your shoulders. Place your palms down
on your knees, with arms straight but not stiff.
This palms-down position creates less strain in
the shoulders and upper back than the classical
palms-up position. It also gives a firm tripod
support for the spine.
In order to practice pranayama in the seated
position, you must employ jalandhara bandha,
the chin lock or throat lock. This tucking down
of the chin to your sternum (breastbone)
regulates the flow of prana in the neck and to
the head and heart. In Light on Pranayama,
B.K.S. Iyengar cautions, “If pranayama is
performed without jalandhara bandha, pressure
is immediately felt in the heart, brain, eyeballs,
and the inner ear. This can lead to dizziness.”
To accomplish jalandhara bandha, raise
the top of your sternum toward your chin;
retaining that height, tuck the hinge of your
jaw toward your inner ears. Then softly lower
your chin toward your sternum. There should
be no strain. If your neck is a bit stiff, place a
rolled cloth between your sternum and chin,
and hold it there by continually lifting your
breastbone. In the beginning, gravity and your
breath will cause your spine to waver and
YogAfrica December 2015
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collapse again and again. But with dedicated
practice, your posture will become firm, yet
still responsive to the breath.
Sitting with your spine erect and using
jalandhara bandha, practice samavrtti and
ujjayi for five to 15 minutes. You will probably
feel warm and may even sweat. Don’t worry.
This heat will pass as your practice matures.
But any time you find yourself gasping, or feel
any shortness of breath, dizziness, or ringing
in your ears, you are definitely exceeding
your capacity and should either go back to an
easier pranayama or stop for the day and take
Savasana. Other more subtle signs of excess
are dry or itching eyeballs, a dry tongue, or
pressure in the inner ears.
Retaining the Breath
Up to this point in your exploration of
pranayama, you’ve been working to clarify and
refine the movements of the breath. In the next
step, we’ll also work with the gaps between the
movements of the inhalation and exhalation. At
the end of each inhalation, the breath naturally
stops moving, just for a moment, before your
exhalation begins. Similarly, at the end of your
exhalation, there’s a slight pause before the next
inhalation begins. So each breath cycle really
has four stages – inhalation, pause, exhalation,
pause – though unless consciously extended,
the pauses tend to be very brief. The practice
of consciously extending these pauses is
called kumbhaka, or retention.
Once you gain some proficiency with the
smoothly moving breath of ujjayi, you can
begin to investigate these pauses. Your goal
should be to open and expand the still moments
between the movements of inhalation and
exhalation. In Light on Pranayama, Iyengar
says, “[Kumbhaka] … means the withdrawal of
the intellect from the organs of perception and
action, to focus on the seat of Atma (purusa),
the origin of consciousness. Kumbhaka keeps
the sadhaka [student] silent at the physical,
moral, mental, and spiritual levels.”
When you begin practicing retentions, it’s
best to lie down again as you did for samavrtti.
Arrange yourself symmetrically on your bolster
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as you did before and take a few minutes to
establish ujjayi breathing. Then introduce
only the inhalation retention, so that your
breath cycle becomes: inhalation, retention,
exhalation. In your inhalation retention (and
later in your exhalation retention, too), it is
important to hold the volume of the retention
constant by using the stability of your lungs,
your diaphragm, and your rib cage muscles, not
by further constricting your throat. At first, you
should only practice the inhalation retention
every fourth breath, so your pattern will be
three cycles of ujjayi without the retention,
and then one cycle with the retention.
Establish a regular breathing pattern that
you can maintain without disturbance for
at least five minutes. (If necessary, use the
inhalation retention only once out of every
five breaths, or once out of six – but whatever
frequency you choose, maintain your pattern
consistently). The retention should never
disturb the exhalation which follows. If the
retentions cause shakiness or roughness in
your basic ujjayi breath, try making your
retentions shorter, or go back to the practice
of just ujjayi or even of samavrtti. If even
those practices feel like too much, go back to
the beginning and watch your breath without
modifying it in any way.
As you continue to practice over several
weeks or months, you can begin to increase the
frequency of your inhalation retentions. After
a while, take only two regular ujjayi cycles
before a cycle that includes the retention. Then
alternate between a regular ujjayi cycle and
a retention cycle. Eventually, you want to be
able to include an inhalation retention in every
ujjayi breath.
When you can include the inhalation
retention in every breath for five minutes
without your breath becoming ragged in any
way, you can begin practicing ujjayi breath
with only exhalation retentions. Approach
your practice of these retentions according to
the same gradual method you used for your
inhalation retentions.
When you can do each kumbhaka separately
with ease, you are ready to try combining

them into the full cycle of yogic breathing.
Again, proceed slowly and incrementally.
One way to practice is to alternate a breath
including only the inhalation retention with a
breath including only the exhalation retention.
(Your pattern would be: inhalation, retention,
exhalation; inhalation, exhalation, retention).
If that pattern is too challenging, you can insert
a full cycle of regular ujjayi breathing between
each cycle that includes a retention of breath.
Eventually, you can work up to including
both retentions in the same breath, so that
your pattern becomes: inhalation, retention,
exhalation, and retention.
Try to make each phase of this full yogic
breath the same length, so the phases have
a ratio of 1:1:1:1. Over the centuries yogis
have investigated the effects of many different
specific ratios, but in the beginning you should
simply focus on establishing a regular, even
rhythm. The more advanced pranayamas, such
as nadi shodhana (alternate nostril breathing),
the many different breath ratios, and
ballistic types of pranayama like kapalabhati
and bhastrika (bellows breath) should be
learned under the guidance of a skilled teacher.
The Need for Faith
The practice of pranayama cannot be hurried.
It can easily take a year or two of daily practice
to master the material covered in this article.
And pranayama demands daily practice.
Traditionally, an intermittent pranayama
practice has been considered dangerous for
the lung tissue and unsettling to the nervous
system. Pranayama, much more than asana,
is a practice you engage in not just for
its immediate, direct benefits, but for the
steadiness, depth, and patience that are the
eventual fruits of practice.
As you practice pranayama, carefully
observing the process, you’re following in the
footsteps of countless old-time yogis. Over
the course of centuries, they played around
with the breath, trying this, that, and the other
thing. Through trial and error, they slowly
developed a repertoire of specific pranayama
techniques, which, if you reproduce them
accurately, will yield predictable results, giving

you more awareness of, and more control over,
your internal world.
But when you start pranayama, at first you
may have to take the results on faith. In the
beginning, pranayama can be boring; it’s very
subtle, and there’s no obvious excitement and
immediate payoff of well being, as there often
is in asana practice. You do the same thing day
in and day out, and it doesn’t seem as though
you’re progressing.
That’s when you need faith. Since you
have no prior experience of a sophisticated,
sustained pranayama practice, you have to
trust in all the people who have gone before
you. You have to be willing, at least in the short
term, to try pranayama on an experimental
basis, to see if you can verify in your own
internal life what the old texts are telling you.
Despite my original dislike of pranayama,
I can testify that it’s worth your effort. After
a while, I began to notice that during the 15
or 20 minutes I was practicing, I felt calmer,
quieter, more centered, more in touch with
the pulses of my breath, body, and mind. The
change wasn’t all that dramatic, but over time
I became more familiar with those qualities –
and not just on the micro level of my practice,
but on the macro level of my whole life. Now,
many years later, I notice that I feel more of
those qualities than before I began pranayama.
Of course, my life isn’t a controlled experiment;
I can’t be sure pranayama account for the
changes. But I’m willing to have faith in the
wisdom of those old-time yogis. 
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Conscious
Cooking and
Yoga with Diego
and Nalini in
Claremont
By Diego Baldi
We were introduced to the Claremont
community two years ago through the Good
News Church and very quickly formed close
relationships with the elders and kids. It has
been a delight to share the practice of Yoga and
Conscious Cooking with them.
The older members of the community have
been very receptive in learning new holistic
methods on how to cook nourishing meals
to benefit the health of themselves and their
families.
The kids have been an absolute joy to teach
yoga to, with their spontaneous openness to
learn. Our aim in teaching yoga to the children
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is to give them a safe and happy place to go to
whenever the challenges of their lives become
over-whelming. We also want to teach them
a more conscious way of living by developing
their awareness to connect with themselves
and others in a more compassionate way.
This project we have undertaken is small
and simple but very close to our hearts.
We hope that we can make a difference by
enriching this community in a positive way.
In the words of Mother Teresa; “Not all of
us can do great things. But we can do small
things with great love.” 

workshop with Firooza

From Inside Out
By eileen weinronk
How to approach my class after these deep
delightful days of being drawn inward in ever
broadening circles of clarity and compassion?
This question inhabits my head as I write this
and a myriad of images reflections and feelings
bubble through from “inside out”.
With little time for expectations, antici
pation and preparation we came from cold
wintery Cape Town and found ourselves
reconnecting with known faces and friends
as well as meeting the Gauteng community of
practitioners in glorious spring sunshine.
This sunshine came not only from without
but from deep within our most special teacher
Firooza Ali Razvi.
With grace and humility, Firooza opened
such inner wealth of work that she unpacked
in a way that was accessible to each of us
according to our ability, understanding,
intelligence and knowledge and our hapless,
hopeless, hilarious selves!
After 2 days general workshop on Wits
Campus, approximately 42 teachers from
around southern Africa “retreated” to
Steynshoop in the Magaliesberg for “teacher
training” with Firooza and Vibha Shah, her
warm generous long time friend and student.
Whether guiding us in asana or pranayama,
Firooza’s quiet command of the subject of yoga in
all its aspects, elements and effects shone through

the Highveld weather brooding and braying
around us. We emerged after this rich week
restored, reordered, more balanced and know
ing that much work lies ahead for each of us.
Her personal immersion in this great
subject verily glows from deep within her.
Her respect for all her teachers, whether
past or present, flows with each instruction,
discussion, explanation and delightful
insightful story.
As I return to my practice, touch, taste and
tease the asanas and their essential elements,
Firooza’s eloquent explorations and explana
tions accompany me and inspire me to notice
and feel and occasionally understand how
the changes to the container, the shape of the
asana, changes the contained, the composition
of our beings, and the oft used image of the
potter crafting clay goes way beyond the pot
created, and fills the space within with light,
delight dreams and dedication.
Much magical and no doubt manic plan
ning by the Gauteng regional chair, committee
and all their helpers and home support ensured
that each of us who journeyed from near and
far were all well accommodated and catered
for in all of our rather idiosyncratic ways!
No mean feat! All the honour to you Carla,
Melanie, Monica and to the management and
staff of Steynshoop.
When all was said and done, Firooza and
Vibha flew into the sunset for a few days of
glorious sun, sea and special sights of the Cape
and a birthday thrown in for good measure!
Thank you to the Gauteng team!
Thank You Firooza! We look forward to
your return. 
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Present Space
By Christine Malan
I wanted to start at the end because of how I
felt at the end of the weekend workshop. Then I
remembered that Firooza told us that yoga has
no beginning and no end.
On the Saturday, after having taken
the wrong route to the hall (via notorious
Hillbrow) and driven 45 minutes up and down
Jan Smuts Drive, I arrived at Wits University’s
sports grounds. Attendees of the workshop
were settling down and I saw a few Cape Town
faces and reassuringly, spotted Eileen my yoga
teacher. Wanting to experience the workshop in
solitude, I found a spot at the back of the hall.
After powerful ohms, Firooza began to
share her abundant knowledge of yoga and
philosophy. I was humbled in her presence. She
demonstrated the asanas with grace and ease.
I can only dream of having her wisdom and
being able to go into asanas with such grace.
I remember looking at her in adho mukha
svanasana thinking: how does she get such a
perfect back, with flat feet and solid arms?
I had not brought my own equipment and
props to the workshop apart from my oldfaithful yoga mat. Kindly, members of the
Gauteng organising committee had brought
equipment for me. It was interesting that we
did not use much equipment. Firooza said that
she did not want to be too prescriptive on what
equipment to use and how to use it during the
workshop. She also reminded us that foams are
not used in India.
The Saturday morning went by quickly.
Time was irrelevant. Listening to Firooza
stopped time. She spoke with clarity, calmness
and wisely. In between doing asanas, she
shared the philosophical virtues and physical
or inner body benefits of asanas.
The afternoon was similarly a combination
of physical yoga and philosophy. I returned to
my hotel late in the afternoon (without going
via Hillbrow) and sat on the balcony. I stared at
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the tall trees in the hotel garden and listened to
the birds. There was calm and contentment. I
felt as though someone had opened-up spaces
in my body and cleared my mind, leaving
it with a pink hue of gentle joy. I tried to
remember all the wisdom that had been shared
with us and wrote down all I could remember.
So much knowledge was shared with us that
I probably only recalled a small slither. That
night, I slept solidly which is strange for me
when I am away from home.
On Sunday morning, the hall was a little
emptier as many attendees had chosen to attend
only the Saturday. We continued with asanas
and did more pranayama than the day before.
Firooza was again a humble imparter of wisdom
and only corrected attendees if absolutely neces
sary. She left us to feel the asanas and make our
own logical corrections. I thought I would feel
“lesser than” most of the more senior students
as I only have 5 and half years of Iyengar yoga
experience. There was something in the way
Firooza set the scene for her workshop that
made us all equals and an acceptance of each
one›s personal journey using yoga as a means
to progress the journey.
What I relished was that Firooza did not
separate herself from the attendees. She joined
the attendees for lunch and was happy to
mingle or answer questions. When the Sunday
workshop ended (from a time perspective),
in reality, it had not ended at all. For me, it
marked a turning point: a desire to know
more about the depths of yoga, physically,
intellectually and spiritually. Firooza had
opened my mind, created space and a yearning
to learn. Being a terribly impatient person, I
am going to have to accept that this is a process
which must not be rushed and acceptance of
the present is key.
Thank you to those who arranged the
workshop and who lent me equipment. Thank
you to Firooza for the experience I will cherish.
I am off to Pune in December for the yoga
intensive and whilst Firooza will not give the
classes, I can only imagine that my journey
will again be blessed and enriched with
wisdom. 
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Firooza Ali Razvi
in Johannesburg
October 2015
By Merry Park
The Gauteng Iyengar Yoga community had
the privilege of hosting a 2 day Seminar led
by Firooza Ali Razvi. It was well attended by
students and teachers alike, who came from
all over South Africa, taking the opportunity
to work with and learn from this extremely
accomplished and inspirational teacher – the
experience was uplifting.
Firooza did not overload us with many
different poses, but rather spent time
demonstrating herself, then guiding us with
her clear, concise instructions. If necessary,
she would patiently re-demonstrate, giving
us the opportunity to truly internalise the
information she so generously shared with us.
Her skill at incorporating a number of
concepts and analogies in her teaching
helped to clarify those philosophies that
are sometimes difficult to grasp, and having
introduced these, she applied them repeatedly
throughout the course of the weekend,
enabling us to explore them sufficiently to
integrate them into our own practise. She
spent time discussing the concept of yoga as
both an science and an art, encouraging us to
work with precision, to be conscious of the
particular actions required of particular parts
of the body – in other words, to work with
‘mindful awareness’.
She focused on two major themes, the
first dealing with sound, the visual and
the tactile. Here she introduced two useful
sensory analogies which would apply to all
asanas – music not noise, and the idea of a
container and its contents. The second theme
involved the introduction and integration of
the yogic concepts of Kosas and Chakras with
Pranayama and the Vayus.

Firooza and her travelling companion, Vibha, enjoying a
moment of relaxation.

She urged us to make ‘music’, and not ‘noise’,
with the body, likening noise to the scattered
mind, and music to the intellect. She described
how the mind is easily distracted, creating
imbalance, discord and tension, and how the
intellect, using its powers of discretion and
reasoning, can harness the mind, bringing
harmony and quietness to the asanas. And she
warned us of the susceptibility of the mind to
the ego. She encouraged us to implement this
interaction of the mind and intellect, working
from the outer, physical body toward the inner,
organic body. And here she introduced the
concept of the Kosas, using the analogy of the
layers of a coconut, each layer independent of
the next but all interlinked.
She compared the outer, physical body to
a container, the inner, organic body to the
contents, guiding us to become aware of how,
as in each asana, the body takes a particular
but different shape, so too the organic body
‘moves’ to fill that form.
YogAfrica December 2015
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This led to exploring the movement of the
breath within the body, becoming conscious
of how, as the organic body changes shape
within the physical body, so too the flow of the
breath encompasses everything that is within,
‘touching’ all parts. She encouraged us to
become increasingly aware of the integration of
the Pranayamic breath with the physical action
of the asanas. Here she incorporated the concept
of the Chakras, focusing on the movement
of the breath between the crown (the seat of
consciousness), the navel and the perineum
(the seat of the physical body) particularly.
And she further deepened our knowledge and
understanding of the flow of the breath by
introducing the concept of the Vayus – or to
quote our beloved Guru, ‘the vital airs’.
She urged us not to be constrained by
fear in our approach to those asanas that we
find challenging, but to strive to control and
overcome that anxiety. She encouraged us
to acknowledge our achievements without

becoming attached to them, to practise
‘detachment’ which in itself is a preparation for
separation in life.
She strongly advised us against habitually
using specific equipment support for a specific
asana, but rather to take responsibility for our
individual, unique needs and to asses what our
requirements may be on any given day.
Displaying tremendous generosity of
spirit, Firooza shared her beliefs, wisdom,
understanding and practise with us. In
her thoughtful, patient and compassionate
approach to teaching, and her sensitivity to the
diverse capabilities of the students before her,
she accommodated the least experienced while
offering the opportunity for greater insight and
enlightenment to the more adept. Her calm,
gentle manner, combined with her exceptional
ability to explain, clarify and encourage, made
her an inspirational teacher and we are truly
blessed to have had the opportunity to be
taught by her. 

Moms and daughters at Firooza’s workshop. From left to right: Michele and Mabel Higginson,
Jenny and Sue Morris, Dee and Claire Howard.
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congratulations
We congratulate all our new introductory level teachers as well as those teachers that have
upgraded their qualifications.

Candidates who successfully passed
their Introductory Certificates in
2015:
Gauteng:
Carla de Gouveia, Elaine Banister,
Maya Jairam, Nuschka Leroni,
Ellen Crabtree
Kwa-Zulu Natal:
Celia de Mello Machado, Hazel
Singery, Kaz Wilson, Ingi Salgado,
Marc Kress, Tracy-Sue du Plessis
Southern Cape:
Sharon van Niekerk, Roberta Lombardi,
Andrea Watson

Western Cape:
Rahle Dusheiko, Groschaan Emmanuel,
Gerda Genis, Linda Kellet, Sally
Stephens and Gloria Higuera
Candidates who have been
upgraded to Intermediate Junior
Level 1:
Annamarie Wallis, Steve Wilder,
Danielle Rittel, Marianne Wiid, Jane
Treffry-Goatley
Candidates who have been
upgraded to Intermediate Junior
Level 2:
Lawrence Batchelor
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Notices & Adverts

National Convention with Faeq Biria,
September 2016
The event will be held from
Sat 24 – Wed 28 September 2016
at Goudini Spa, Western Cape to celebrate the
40th anniversary of the BKS Iyengar Institution
Southern Africa.
The first 3 days (Saturday to Monday) will be for
all students of Iyengar Yoga and the last two
days for more experienced practitioners.
Sricharan Faeq Biria is the director of the
Iyengar Yoga Centre of Paris, and Chair of the
Technical Committee of the Iyengar Association
of France. For almost 30 years, he has studied
directly with B.K.S. Iyengar. He teaches
regularly all over Europe, Israel, Japan, Hong
Kong, China, Southern and Northern Africa,
Russia, and South and North America. Faeq
Biria’s integrity and devotion to B.K.S. Iyengar’s
philosophy are manifest in his teaching.
His courses are a source of dynamism and
inspiration for all yoga practitioners.
Faeq will be representing the Iyengar family
as we celebrate our 40th anniversary. We
are honoured that he will be with us at the
celebration.
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The BKS Iyengar Yoga Centre,
Schoemanshoek, Oudtshoorn,
Klein Karoo, South Africa

Welcome to the BKS Iyengar Yoga Centre,
nestled in the beautiful and tranquil
Schoemanshoek valley on the way to the
famous Cango caves. Surrounded only by
nature and the majestic Swartberg Mountains,
the Centre offers the complete yoga
experience. Our fully equipped Centre is
designed to give the Iyengar yoga practitioner
the opportunity to experience high-quality
yoga tuition in a peaceful and pristine setting.  
David and I are actively involved in the
teacher’s training program for both Introductory
and Junior Intermediate levels. Training is
done as a semester-style program – more
details available.
For information about retreats, regular
workshops and our residential teachers training
program, please visit our website, which
has been specifically designed to give you
a comprehensive picture of what the Yoga
Centre has to offer.
The Schoemanshoek valley offers a variety
of suitable accommodation to complete
the experience. The town of Oudtshoorn
compliments this quiet, rural environment and
George airport is a mere 65kms away.
More about us at:
www.iyengaryogawithdavid.com
Upcoming retreats:
Summer: Sat 12 – Wed 16 December 2015

Yoga e-books by David Jacobs

YogaPoise Retreats 2016

4-Day retreats held over long weekends
in the beautiful setting of
Bodhi Khaya in Stanford, Western Cape.
This time of intense practice will be
led by Brigitta Tummon.

Blocks for a Yoga Practice
A guide to Iyengar Yoga Practice
with blocks

18 – 21 March 2016
16 – 19 June 2016
5 – 9 August 2016

For more information go to:
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.
com/#!blocks-for-yoga-practice/c1ao9

For more info please contact
brigitta.tummon@gmail.com

Ina Gerber Yoga Studio

Monthly Pranayama classes in Somerset West
Saturdays from 9:30 –11:30
Dates to be confirmed one month in advance.
For further information contact Ina:
083 3035477
http://yogastudio.co.za
ina@yogastudio.co.za

Leather Mat Carriers

For Sale at R220 each.
Contact Janel Rust at janelrust@gmail.com
or phone 071 856 3222

Relaxed Body – Relaxed Mind
A guide to Iyengar Yoga Restorative Practice
For more information go to:
http://www.iyengar-yoga-sequences.
com/#!relaxed-bodyrelaxed-mind-restoratives/
c1hrd

Available soon:
Yoga Kurunta
A guide to Iyengar Yoga Practice
with Wall Ropes
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Iyengar Yoga with Judy Farah
at Buddist Retreat Centre, Ixopo
24 – 30 June 2016

This magnificent Retreat Centre in
KwaZulu-Natal offers a peaceful space for
the heart and soul to open up to some
quiet and focused Yoga Sadhana.
It can be done in two sections:
1. Beginning Friday evening 19h00,
24 June to Sunday lunch 26 June.
2. Beginning Friday evening 19h00,
24 June to Thursday lunch 30 June.
(Friday dinner is served at the BRC at 17h30.)
The retreat will consist of Asana (postures)
and Pranayama (breathing), which will build up
over the course of the 7 days. All levels
of practitioner are most welcome.
For further detail and bookings please
contact the BRC on 039 8341863 or
e mail brcixopo@futurenet.co.za.
Check the website: www.brcixopo.co.za

Props For Sale
Standard
Yoga Bench
R325

Viparita Karani
Bench with slats
R320

Baby Whale
with slats
R320

All yoga props sealed
with one coat sanding sealer.
Contact Theresa: 082 4657741
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tel: +27 (0)21 761 4658
Email: info@bksiyengar.co.za

www.bksiyengar.co.za
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